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Transverse Energy Distributions within Jets

in pp Collisions at
p
s = 1.8 TeV

The D� Collaboration1

(July 1995)

The distribution of the transverse energy in jets has been measured in p�p collisions
at

p
s = 1:8 TeV using the D� detector at Fermilab. This measurement of the jet

shape is made as a function of jet transverse energy in both the central and forward

rapidity regions. Jets are observed to narrow both with increasing transverse energy
and with increasing rapidity. Next-to-leading order partonic QCD calculations are

compared to the data. Although the calculations qualitatively describe the data, they

are shown to be very dependent on renormalization scale, parton clustering algorithm
and jet direction de�nition and fail to consistently describe the data in all regions.
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INTRODUCTION

Next-to-leading order (NLO) QCD calculations describe many experimental results well
(?), including inclusive jet and di-jet production. These NLO predictions, which are at the
parton level and ignore fragmentation, are the �rst order that allow a meaningful descrip-
tion of the internal structure of jets, created by parton radiation. We test whether these
predictions can accurately describe the observed shape of jets, by comparing the transverse
energy distributions within jets.
This paper describes a measurement of the shape of jets as a function of jet transverse

energy and rapidity using the D� detector (?). Other experiments have measured the
shape of centrally produced jets using only charged particles (?) and using charged and
neutral particles (?). In this analysis, both neutral and charged particles contribute to
the measurement of the jet shape which is extended to the previously unexplored forward
rapidity region.

DATA ANALYSIS

This measurement was performed using the D� calorimeters which provide large angular
coverage and �ne segmentation (0:1 � 0:1 in �� � ��, where � � � ln[tan(�=2)] is the
pseudorapidity, and � and � are the polar and azimuthal angles). We use a right handed
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coordinate system with the positive z-axis along the proton direction and the y-axis de�ned
as the vertical. The calorimeters provide hermetic and uniform coverage for j�j < 4:0.

The energy E resolution for electromagnetic showers is � 15%=
p
E and the single particle

hadronic energy resolution is � 50%=
p
E:

The data used in this analysis (?) were taken during the 1992-1993 run of the Tevatron.
Four separate hardware triggers were used, each requiring the transverse energy ET in a
speci�ed number of trigger towers (����� =0.2 � 0.2) to exceed various thresholds. The
selected events were also subjected to a software trigger which required a reconstructed
jet, using a �xed cone algorithm with radius R =

p
(��)2 + (��)2 equal to 0.7, above a

set ET threshold. To remove trigger biases, the ET of the leading jet in each event was
required to be in a region of full trigger e�ciency. These events were used to populate four
non-overlapping jet ET ranges of 45-70, 70-105, 105-140 and greater than 140 GeV.
In the o�ine reconstruction, the event vertex was required to be within � 30 cm of the

detector center to keep the geometry projective. All jets that passed quality requirements
to remove spurious jets were considered (?). Jets were analyzed in a central region of j�j �
0.2 and a forward region of 2.5 � j�j � 3.0.
For this analysis, jets were reconstructed using a �xed cone algorithm with R = 1:0.

Calorimeter towers (0:1 � 0:1 in �� � ��) with energy greater than 1.0 GeV were used
as seeds for �nding preclusters, which were formed by adding neighboring towers within a
radius of 0.3. A cone of radius 1:0 was drawn around each precluster and a new jet center
was calculated using the Snowmass (?) jet direction de�nitions: �jet =

P
iETi�i=

P
iETi;

�jet =
P

iETi�i=
P

iETi: The sums extend over all towers, i, within the cone. This process
was repeated until a stable jet center was found. Then the jet direction was rede�ned using
the D� jet direction de�nitions: �jet = � ln(tan(�jet=2)); �jet = tan�1(

P
iEyi=

P
iExi)

where �jet = tan�1
p
(
P

iExi)2 + (
P

iEyi)2=
P

iEzi and the transverse energy of the jet
was de�ned as ET =

P
iEi sin(�i): After a preliminary set of jets was found, overlapping

jets were rede�ned. Two jets were merged into one jet if more than 50% of the ET of the jet
with the smaller ET was contained in the overlap region. The direction of the new jet was
de�ned as the vector sum of the two original jet momenta, and the energy was recalculated.
If less than 50% of the ET was contained in the overlap region, the jets were split into
two distinct jets. In this case, the energy of each calorimeter cell in the overlap region was
assigned to the nearest jet and the jet directions were recalculated.
A scale correction (?) was applied to all jets to correct for the calorimeter energy response

and for e�ects of the hardware suppression of the asymmetric pedestal distribution. Energy
in the jet due to the underlying event from spectator interactions was also removed. This
energy scale correction was a function of � and ET and increased the jet energy by approx-
imately 15-25%. The corrected jet ET was used only to determine which data set a jet
populated. Energy leaking out of the R = 1:0 jet cone due to showering in the calorimeter
was measured to be less than 2% in all regions.
The jet cone was divided into 10 subcones centered on the jet axis with radii r varying

from 0:1 to 1:0 in �r = 0:1 increments. The jet shape, �(r), is de�ned as the average

fraction of calorimeter cell ET in a subcone of radius r: �(r) = 1
Njets

P
jets

ET (r)

ET (r=1)
; where

Njets is the number of jets in the sample. A calorimeter cell was considered to be within
a subcone if the center of the cell was located within the subcone boundary. (The scale
correction described above was not applied to the subcone ET .) By de�nition, �(1) = 1.
At a given value of r, �(r) is larger for narrower jets than for broader jets.
The subcone ET was corrected to remove energy in the jet due to the underlying event and

due to the hardware pedestal suppression. A sample of minimum bias events was analyzed
to determine the ET within each calorimeter tower due to these e�ects. An �-independent
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FIG. 1. The average integrated ET fraction versus the radial distance from the jet axis is plotted
for D� data and HERWIG Monte Carlo, before e�ects due to the calorimetric measurement are
removed, for the ET range 45-70 GeV for (a) j�j � 0.2 and (b) 2.5 � j�j � 3.0.

correction of approximately 6 MeV (12 MeV for events with multiple interactions) was
applied to each calorimeter tower in the subcone to remove ET due to the underlying event.
The energy due to the hardware pedestal suppression was removed from the subcones using
an �-dependent correction applied to each calorimeter tower which varied from an ET of 14
MeV to 7 MeV in the central region, and from 6 MeV to 1 MeV in the forward region.
In Fig. ??, the average integrated ET fraction versus the radial distance from the jet

axis is shown in the two � regions for jets with ET between 45 and 70 GeV. Also shown
are results from the HERWIG (?) parton shower Monte Carlo which includes fragmentation
e�ects and a full D� detector simulation using GEANT (?). Both the data and HERWIG

include e�ects due to the calorimetric measurement, which will be discussed below. In both
the central and forward regions, the measured jets are broader than predicted by the Monte
Carlo simulations.
In order to compare di�erent data samples and the data to theoretical predictions, the

e�ects of the calorimetric measurement on the jet shape must be removed. The calorimeter
can inuence the jet shape by arti�cially narrowing the jet because of a decrease in response
to low energy particles which predominate at large radii and by widening the jet due to
shower spreading. As the energy of the jet increases, the non-linear response at low energy
is less important. Showering e�ects are more pronounced in the forward regions because of
the smaller geometrical size of towers, which are of equal size in all regions in � � � space.
Monte Carlo simulations were used to examine the jet shape before and after detector

modelling and to provide correction factors which remove the e�ects of the calorimetric
measurement, allowing the jet shapes to be measured at the particle level. These e�ects
depend upon the fragmentation and therefore three simulations with di�erent fragmentation
schemes (HERWIG, ISAJET (?), PYTHIA (?)), using full GEANT calorimeter and hadron
shower modelling, were used to determine correction factors. Each simulation produced
di�erent jet shapes, however, the di�erence between the shape before and after detector
modelling was within 3% for all the simulations. In the inner subcone, where the correction
is largest, the jets were corrected by � 9% in the central region and � 28% in the forward
region.
Systematic uncertainties were determined for each value of �(r) in all regions of jet � and

ET . The uncertainties in the energy deposited by spectator interactions and the hardware
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FIG. 2. The measured jet shapes, with e�ects due to the calorimetric measurement removed,
compared to NLO predictions with three renormalization scales for j�j � 0.2 for the jet ET range
(a) 45-70 GeV, (b) 70-105 GeV, (c) 105-140 GeV, (d) greater than 140 GeV.

pedestal suppression were determined by varying the corrections by their measured errors.
Each contributed an error of less than 0:5% to any value of �(r). The jet scale correction was
varied within its measured uncertainty and caused an error of less than 1% on the jet shape,
which arises from jets migrating to di�erent energy ranges. Monte Carlo studies show that
lower energy particles predominate at large radii. This causes an uncertainty due to the
uniform application of the calorimeter energy response correction in the jet scale correction.
To determine the error due to the energy response, various low energy calorimeter response
curves were simulated in the Monte Carlo, yielding a di�erence of � 3% in the measured
jet shape, which was assigned as a systematic error. A Monte Carlo calculation of the jet
shapes was performed with and without the jet quality requirements. These requirements
were found to cause an uncertainty of less than 1% in any data point. The uncertainty in
the jet shape due to the correction to the particle level was assigned as the 3% di�erence
between the correction factors obtained from the three simulations. The above systematic
errors were added in quadrature with the statistical error to obtain the �nal errors on the
jet shape which varied from 3 to 4% for r < 0:5 and were < 2% for r > 0:5.

RESULTS AND COMPARISON TO NLO PREDICTIONS

The jet shapes at the particle level (calorimetric measurement e�ects removed) are shown
for centrally produced jets in Fig. ?? for four ET ranges. Jets are observed to narrow as
the jet ET increases. This is in qualitative agreement with the measurement using charged
particle distributions by CDF (?) at a comparable jet ET .
The data in Fig. ?? are compared to the jet shapes calculated using JETRAD (?), an

exact NLO tree and loop partonic QCD prediction. At this order, O(�3
s), there can be two

or three partons in the �nal state. Substructure occurs in jets when two �nal state partons
are clustered together into a single jet. To approximate the experimental jet algorithm, two
partons are clustered into one jet, using the � and � values previously de�ned, if they are
within a distance of 1.0 of each other in � � � space. The energies of these jets are de�ned
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FIG. 3. The measured jet shapes, with e�ects due to the calorimetric measurement removed,
compared to NLO predictions with two renormalization scales for 2.5 � j�j � 3.0 for the jet ET

range (a) 45-70 GeV and (b) 70-105 GeV.

as the sum of the energies of the partons in the jets and the jet directions are the vector
sums of the momenta of the partons. The jet shape predictions were calculated in the same
ET and � ranges as the data, using the CTEQ2M (?) parton distribution function (pdf)
and three values of the renormalization scale, � =ET , ET=2, and ET=4. They were also
calculated using the MRSD� (?) pdf and were found to be insensitive to this change. At
the lower two jet ET ranges, the theory is narrower than the data for all values of � and
is narrower for all values except � = ET=4 for the higher two ET ranges. Both the data
and the theoretical predictions narrow with increasing jet ET but the measured jets narrow
more quickly than the predictions.
Figure ?? shows the measured jet shapes, in the forward region for two jet ET ranges.

The measured jets are observed to narrow with increasing jet ET . Comparing Figs. ??

and ??, it is observed that jets of the same ET are narrower in the forward region than
in the central region. Comparisons to the JETRAD predictions in the forward region are
shown using two values of the renormalization scale. The theoretically predicted jet shapes
are narrower than the data in both ET ranges and do not narrow with increasing jet ET .
As observed in the data, the theoretically predicted jet shapes are narrower in the forward
region than in the central for jets of the same ET , but they do not narrow as quickly as the
data.
Comparison of HERWIG simulations of jet shapes before fragmentation (parton level) and

after (particle level) shows that the e�ects of fragmentation processes are important and
tend to broaden the jets in both the central and forward regions.
Although the experimental cone algorithm is well de�ned, it is impossible to simulate

exactly in the theoretical prediction. We have investigated the e�ect on the jet shape when
using di�erent parton clustering algorithms in the predictions as shown in Fig. ??. The
JETRAD clustering algorithm was described previously. The JETRAD-2 algorithm clusters
two partons into a single jet if they are each within a distance of 1.0 of their vector sum,
creating jets with the same radius as in the experimental measurement. An alternate
theoretical prediction uses the RSep=1.3 algorithm (?) with the HMRSB (?) pdf. This
algorithm clusters two partons into a single jet if they are each within a distance of 1.0 of
their vector sum and if they are within a distance of 1.3 of each other. This extra constraint
is expected to better simulate the experimentally measured jets (?). The predictions vary
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FIG. 4. The measured jet shapes at the particle level for jets with 45 < ET < 70 compared to
NLO predictions for di�erent parton clustering algorithms for (a) j�j � 0.2 and (b) 2.5 � j�j � 3.0.

widely depending upon the choice of parton clustering algorithm and no one algorithm
consistently describes the data in both the central and forward regions.
The de�nition of the jet direction inuences both the data and theoretical predictions.

The e�ects on the jet shape when changing the �nal jet direction from the D� de�nition to
the Snowmass de�nition were investigated. Figure ?? shows the measured jet shapes and
using the two � and � de�nitions and comparisons to the predictions using the JETRAD-

2 parton clustering algorithm. In the central region, the jet shape measured using the
D� de�nition is narrower than when using the Snowmass de�nition by � 3% in the inner
subcone. In the forward region the Snowmass de�nition produces jets which are narrower
by � 5% in the inner subcone. The theoretical predictions exhibit the same behavior, but
the di�erences between the shapes using the two de�nitions are larger. The measured jets
are narrower in the forward region than in the central for jets of the same ET using either �
and � de�nition. The predicted shapes are narrower in the forward than the central region
using the Snowmass de�nition but display the opposite behavior using the D� de�nition.
In summary, it is observed that the experimental data are relatively insensitive to the choice
of jet direction de�nition, whereas the theoretical predictions are very sensitive.

CONCLUSIONS

Partonic theory of jet production at leading order, in which each jet is described by a
single parton, cannot make a meaningful prediction of the jet shape. Because the jet shape
measurement is a �rst order prediction at partonic NLO, large e�ects due to the uncertainty
in the renormalization scale are expected and seen. NLO calculations can qualitatively
describe the jet shape, but are very sensitive to both the parton clustering algorithm and
the jet direction de�nition. The predictions do not consistently describe the jet shapes in
all regions with a particular choice of parameters.
In summary, we have measured the jet shapes as a function of ET and �. In the central

and forward regions, jets become narrower with increasing jet ET . Jets at the same ET are
narrower in the forward region than in the central region. The NLO partonic calculations
do not presently reproduce the detailed behavior of the data.
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FIG. 5. Comparisons of jet shapes from data and NLO predictions using di�erent jet direction
de�nitions for jets with 70 < ET < 105 and for (a) j�j � 0.2 and (b) 2.5 � j�j � 3.0.
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